
Sit, Fung, Kwong & Shum’s response to the reporting made by Apple Daily 
today (30/9) 
 
Sit, Fung, Kwong & Shum would like to make the following statement in response to 
the reporting made by Apple Daily today (30/9) regarding the letter issued to Apple 
Daily by us on behalf of Mr Leung Chun Ying: 
 
1. The said letter was issued to Apple Daily on Monday (26/9) and Apple Daily also 

acknowledged receipt of such letter at noon on the same day.  
 

2. Apple Daily only partially disclosed the content of the said letter. We enclose the 
13-page letter herewith to let the public have a comprehensive understanding of 
the content thereof. 
 

3. We note that Apple Daily has failed or neglected to report the following content: 
 
Page 2: 
 
Apple Daily demonstrated a keen interest … regarding UGL and Mr CY Leung 
in relation to the Agreement and the payment. Apple Daily should know or ought 
reasonably to have known that there is not the slightest shred of evidence that 
could allow Apple Daily to suggest in its Editorial that Mr CY Leung had 
received commission, kick-back or rebate from UGL.  Also because of Apple 
Daily’s keen interest in the Agreement, Apple Daily would have reviewed the 
public statements published by UGL in October 2014 on three occasions (see 
attached) stating unequivocally that the arrangements in the Agreement were in 
keeping with standard business practice for non-compete and non-poach 
agreements.  
 
Further, The Sydney Morning Herald (together with the Fairfax Media) which 
brought the Agreement into the public domain in the first place on 9 October 
2014 published on their own accord a week later on 15 October 2014 an article 
which basically retracted its previous allegation that the Agreement was “a secret 
contract”. It stated:- 
 

“Other documents seen by Fairfax, however… show the agreement was 
negotiated in full knowledge of all key parties, despite previous statements to 
the contrary.” 



 
“It is clear from emails sent in the weeks leading up to the December 2, 2011 
agreement that the terms that Mr Leung secured from UGL were substantially 
the same as he had negotiated but not completed under the previous 
management, DTZ.” 
 
“Those parties include the primary creditor and vendor in the sale of DTZ, the 
Royal Bank of Scotland, and the administrators, Ernst & Young, and also the 
DTZ chairman, Tim Melville-Ross. The emails appear to show Mr 
Melville-Ross was leading negotiations with Mr Leung…” 
 
“While those parties did not see the final agreement, the emails appear to 
contradict their earlier statements that suggested they had been left in the 
dark.” 
 

Page 3, 4, 5: 
 
Regarding the sums received by Mr CY Leung from UGL, the Government 
through the Chief Secretary of HKSAR, Mrs Carrie Lam GBM, GBS, JP, had 
given unequivocal and public statements to the Legislative Council on no less 
than four occasions, respectively on 29 October 2014, 5 November 2014, 6 
November 2014 and 20 November 2014. In her speech to the Legislative Council 
on 29 October 2014, Mrs Carrie Lam stated: 
 

“Mr CY Leung was the Asia Pacific Director of DTZ before he stood for the 
Chief Executive (CE) election.  He announced his resignation from DTZ on 
November 24, 2011. In view of his resignation, UGL, which was at that time 
acquiring DTZ, concluded with Mr Leung a resignation agreement on 
December 2, 2011. Under the agreement, UGL undertook to make payments to 
Mr Leung over a two-year period and to underwrite for DTZ the payment of 
outstanding agreed bonus to Mr Leung, subject to key personnel remaining 
with DTZ during the two years subsequent to Mr Leung's resignation. As 
pointed out by UGL, the agreement was simply a non-compete arrangement 
which was to ensure that Mr Leung would not move to a competitor, set up or 
promote any business in competition with DTZ, or poach any people from DTZ, 
and hence to ensure that the business retained its value after the acquisition by 
UGL.  Such agreement was a confidential commercial arrangement and a 
standard business practice.” 



 
“As evident from the above, the agreement and payments concerned arose 
from Mr Leung's resignation from DTZ, not any future service to be provided 
by him.  Under the current system of declaration of interests by members of 
the Executive Council (ExCo), there is no requirement for Mr Leung to declare 
the said resignation agreement.  Moreover, both Mr Leung's resignation from 
DTZ and conclusion of the agreement with UGL took place before he was 
elected as the CE, and at the material time, he had already resigned from 
ExCo.” 
 
“As confirmed in UGL's public statement, Mr Leung has not provided any 
service to UGL after signing the resignation agreement.” 

 
Again in her speech to the Legislative Council on 20 November 2014, Mrs 
Carrie Lam stated: 
 

“First, the "departure agreement" signed between Mr LEUNG and UGL is 
simply a non-compete agreement between the two parties to ensure that Mr 
LEUNG would not move to a competitor, set up or promote any business in 
competition with DTZ, or poach any people from DTZ, and hence to ensure 
that the business retained its value after the acquisition by UGL. As pointed 
out by some Members at the Legislative Council debate two weeks ago, this is 
a common commercial arrangement.” 
 
“Second, UGL clearly stated in its statement on 9 October that DTZ Holdings 
plc and the Royal Bank of Scotland are aware of the "departure agreement". 
This is definitely not a "secret agreement" and does not involve any "secret 
payments". 
 
“Third, after signing the "departure agreement", Mr LEUNG has never 
provided any services to UGL, and UGL had also issued a statement to 
publicly confirm this. Fourth, Article 47 of the Basic Law stipulates that the 
Chief Executive, on assuming office, shall declare his or her assets to the Chief 
Justice of the Court of Final Appeal of the Hong Kong Special Administrative 
Region. This declaration shall be put on record. The Executive Council also 
has a stringent system of declaration of interests. The Chief Executive has 
strictly complied with the relevant provisions and systems.” 
 



4. One thing that is particularly noteworthy is that the reporting made by Apple 
Daily today (30/9) neglected two paragraphs at the end of the said letter: 
 
First, in your article entitled “英國反貪機構勢介入調查 (in English, UK 
anti-corruption institution is poised to investigate)” published on 11 October 
2014, you mentioned you had made enquiries with UK’s Serious Fraud Office 
(“SFO”) on whether they would commence an investigation of corruption against 
Mr CY Leung. Our research suggests that you have not to-date published any 
follow-up report informing your readers whether you had received a further reply 
from SFO. We are of the view that Apple Daily knew or ought to reasonably 
have known that the Director of SFO had decided in November 2014 not to open 
an investigation into Mr CY Leung. If you disagree, please let us have your 
explanation. 
 
Secondly, in your article entitled “UGL 售戴德梁行恐泡湯 (In English, The 
sale of DTZ by UGL is feared to be doomed)” published on 10 October 2014, 
you mentioned you had made enquiries with UK’s Financial Conduct Authority 
(“FCA”) on whether the “secret” agreement between UGL and Mr CY Leung 
had violated the UK listing rules and requirement. You reported that the FCA had 
advised you that they would give you a reply in twelve working days. Our 
research suggests that you have not to-date published any report informing your 
readers whether you had received a reply from FCA. We are of the view that 
Apply Daily knew or ought to reasonably have known that FCA had decided in 
October 2014 that since DTZ had been delisted, they did not have the power to 
act. If you disagree, please let us have your explanation. 
 
 

 
[signature] 

Sit, Fung, Kwong & Shum 
30 September 2016 




























